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1654
(April 5 – The Treaty of Westminster, ending the First Anglo-Dutch War, is signed)
th
9 April
1930 – High Down, Lydford
EASTER BONNET HASH
Fox + Hounds
All entries to be paraded prior to
Krakow
and worn throughout the hash

“Wales is a country of thirty million sheep,
three million of whom think they are human.”
Long Ash Lancet
So there we were all waiting for the priapic and Wondrous
Wobbly to lay a truly spectacular Hash trail as a befitting
swansong to his stupendous and wholly memorable time in
office as the Grand Master. And you know what? We’re still
waiting!
While eagerly and perhaps rather anxiously waiting (due to
thinking that we were in for a beasting) a few nervously
looked around trying to distract themselves from thoughts of
the shiggy and hill climbing fest likely to be ahead. Idle chat
and meanderings of the mind led some to consider words to
describe Streaky’s new pelisse, “Affordable”, sprang to mind.
Called to arms, His Knob-ness announced the format of the
Hash and who should do what, where and when. Being a
Doctor and therefore possess the ability to laugh at the
misfortunes of others, he chuckled devilishly as we set off
along the Long Ash plains.
I've got nothing against the Chinese.
Don't get me Wong.
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Breathless, we plodded, tripped and trundled toward the
abyss ever hopeful of a reprieve but it never came. Around
and around we went, then Down, Down, Down we galloped
waiting for the Up, Up, Up. Clever stuff! And all to go across
the as yet unfinished bridge over the River Kwai – an
awesome sight. We were both impressed and tricked I
guess by all those twists and turns, switchbacks; and slips,
trips and falls. Hah! But not clever enough for this Scribe to
pick up a few morsels of scam!
For a short while, a Hash duenna was the main topic of
conversation. Apparently nice but boring - she could bore
the arse-hole in a wooden horse (and I mean that lovingly) –
she was bought a little dog, but over time the dog stopped
responding to her whistle due to an excess of hair in its ears.
It was suggested to buy some hair removal cream from the
chemist. Before she could explain, the chemist said, “If
you’re using it on your legs, plenty of soap and water
because it’s caustic. If it’s for the armpits more soap and
water. And if you’re using it on your face Madam, really you
better wash it off quick.” She said, “Actually it’s for
my Schnauzer.” He said, “In that case, don’t
ride a bike for a fortnight.”

almost once a week.”

Crime in multi-storey car parks. That
is wrong on so many different levels.
So there was plenty of other gossip to catch up on too of
course…

We walked to the second pen which had a sign
attached that said,
'THIS BULL MATED 150 TIMES LAST
YEAR'

Dodo rang an Airfix Model shop and asked, "Do you have a
model of an Italian cruise liner in stock?" "Yes", said the
shop owner. "Brilliant! Can you put it on one side for me
please?"

The GF gave me a healthy jab and said, “WOW
~That's more than twice a week! ..........You
could learn a lot from him.”

Meanwhile Rabbit has recently been depressed enough to
call the Samaritans, they diverted his call to a centre in
Pakistan. He said he was suicidal. They got all excited and
asked if he could drive a truck!

We walked to the third pen and it had a sign
attached that said,

Catching up with the fervid Hasher, Cabin Boy I learnt he has
come up with a brilliant plan for wedded bliss! To avoid the
toilet seat Up/Down argument, he uses the sink!

'THIS BULL MATED 365 TIMES LAST
YEAR'

Dropping back a few yards, t’was interesting to note that
Turbo was in a band called The Prevention because they
hoped people would say they were better than The Cure.

She was so excited that her elbow nearly broke
my ribs, and said, 'That's once a day ....You
could REALLY learn something from this one.'
I looked at her and said, 'Go over and ask him
if it was with the same cow?'
My condition has been upgraded from critical
to stable and I should eventually make a
full recovery.
Bin Liner’s One Liners…
Windy said, “Why don't women blink during
foreplay?” Racey said, “They don't have time”.
Hobo said, “Shall we try swapping positions tonight?”
Miss said, “That's a good idea - you stand by the stove
& sink while I sit on the sofa and do nothing but fart”

Distressingly, Erectus a noted eleemosynary has dropped
out of his Communism Class because of lousy Marx. Never
mind he’s reading loads of other educational books. His
particular favourite at the moment is about anti-gravity. It's
impossible to put down.

Farm Watch
My girlfriend (looking more like a battledore
every day) and I went to an agricultural show
and one of the first exhibits we stopped at was
the breeding bulls. We went up to the first
pen and there was a sign attached that said,
‘THIS BULL MATED 50 TIMES LAST YEAR'
My GF playfully nudged me in the ribs ....Smiled
and said, “He mated 50 times last year, that's
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Back to the Hash
Vaginal El Pull (anag) was all excited because his name has
finally being spelt correctly – that’s Rick with a silent P!
Meanwhile, he should now surely be known as “The
Shortcut Queen” and his Hash total called into doubt due to
the lack of evidence of him actually fully completing any at
all!?!?!?
Tosh Potty was noted to have gone arse over lady bones or
perhaps she was just inspecting the ground rather closely.
But that wouldn’t quite explain why she had a stick up her
sygumfuss! Curious indeed!
Equally curious is Tracey’s delight with her Dumpy Ones over
her Long Big Ones, (so where’s Windy then?). Oh by the
way, last week he confided in me about being excited
resuming sex with Racey again, but quietly asked what a
strap-on was?!

T’was noted the wily old buggers conducted some cunning
short cuts themselves – though nowhere near Naive Gall
Pull’s of course. With a sly eye on the Hare and On Home
their plan with a tail on could well be called Foxy!
Unfortunately Mayhem’s recent skiing trip started poorly and
sadly went downhill from there. Oh dear – she’s back safe
and sound though, which is good news.

THIS IS A FRIGHTENING STATISTIC, MOST
PROBABLY ONE OF THE MOST WORRYING IN
RECENT YEARS
25% of women in this
country are on
medication for mental
illness.

then we all sang to Racey, Dodo and Biff who
celebrated a combined age of 3000! All good
stuff :-)
We also wished K2 a successful knee
operation. Happy paternity we said!
DIPPY’S TOP TIP
Beauty is only a light switch away!

That's bloody
scary.........
It means 75% are
running around with no
medication at all...!

DOCTOR’S SURGERY:
England doesn't have a kidney
bank, but it does have a Liverpool.
Doc Doc, I’m addicted to Twitter,
I’m sorry I don’t follow you.

To the ON DOWN where VIRGIN GM
RUTH bared her GM’s (which interestingly
Hash Flash declined to photograph – family
snaps opportunity) and used Dog Catcher as
her Autocue (imaginative indeed).
The Has Beens were called up to thank in
front of the merry throng for all their hard
work during the past year. The gifts though
heartfelt were but little compensation for
absolutely everything Charlie, Helen and their
family had to do during the last 12 months.
It’s a tough and time consuming job being the
GM and frequently not recognised as being a
whole family commitment.
MANY THANKS FOR EVERYTHING
GUYS – YOU DID A GREAT JOB!
After some squeals to control the increasingly
rowdy mob On Down messages were passed
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SOME PEOPLE ARE LIKE SLINKIES NOT REALLY GOOD FOR ANYTHING
BUT THEY BRING A SMILE TO YOUR
FACE WHEN PUSHED DOWN THE
STAIRS.
Cafeteria News
Due to the economy, profiteroles will now be called
deficiteroles

LOST PROPERTY
Dodo found a Hash Running top,
so if you think you’re missing
one then please get hold of him –
politely that is!
For years Doctors and scientists have told us
that some food's are good for us only to be
told later that they bad for us, and again they
tell us that some food's are bad for us, and all
the time they've been good for us and there
doesn't seem to be much proof either way to
suggest what is good or bad until now that is.
Garlic is definitely BAD for us
"You Are, What You Eat"

event. The first target will be a moving police van. In
the second round, competitors will aim at a post office
clerk, bank teller or Securicor-style wages
deliveryman. The traditional .22 rifle has been
replaced in this event by a choice of either a Browning
automatic handgun or sawn-off 12-bore shotgun.
BOXING
Entry to the boxing will be restricted to husband and
wife teams, and will take place on a Friday night. The
husband will be given 15 pints of lager while the wife
will be told not to make him any tea when he gets
home. The bout will then commence.

London (Stratford) will be
hosting the Olympic Games in
2012.
What you may not know is that many of the famous
events, which go to make up this spectacular event, are
to be especially altered for 2012. A copy of these
changes has been leaked, and is reproduced below:
OPENING CEREMONY
The flame will be ignited by a petrol bomb thrown by a
native of the area in the traditional dress of balaclava
and shell suit. The flame will be contained in a large
overturned police van situated on the roof of the
stadium.
THE EVENTS
In previous Olympic Games, East London’s
competitors have not been particularly successful. In
order to redress the balance, some of the events have
been altered slightly to the advantage of local athletes.

CYCLING TIME TRIALS
Competitors will be asked to break into the University
bike shed and take an expensive mountain bike owned
by some mummy’s boy on his first trip away from
home. All against the clock.
CYCLING PURSUIT
As above, but the bike will be owned by a visiting
member of the Australian rugby team, who will
witness the theft.
MODERN PENTATHLON
Amended to include mugging, breaking and entering,
flashing, joyriding and arson.
SWIMMING EVENTS
All waterways are currently being tested for toxicity
levels, once one is found that can support human life,
swimming events will be organised, please note that
the Synchronised Swimming event for this year will
comprise of dropping acid and watching all the funky
ripples on the pool, the specific musical support to this
event will be provided by “The Verve.”
THE MARATHON
A safe route has yet to be decided.

100 METRES SPRINT
Competitors will have to hold a DVD player and
microwave oven (one in each arm) and on the sound of
the starting pistol, a police dog will be released from a
cage 10 yards behind the athletes.

MEN’S 50KM WALK
Unfortunately this will have to be cancelled as the
police cannot guarantee the safety of anyone walking
the streets of East London, especially anyone that
appears to be... mincing

110 METRES HURDLES
As above but with added obstacles (i.e. car bonnets,
hedges, garden fences, walls etc)

THE CLOSING CEREMONY
Entertainment will include formation rave dancing by
members of the Stratford Health in the Community
anti-drug campaigners, synchronised rock throwing,
and music by the Ilford community choir. The flame
will be extinguished by police riot water cannon
following the inevitable pitch invasion by confused
West Ham organised hooliganism club. The stadium
itself will then be boarded up before the local athletes
break into it and remove all the copper piping and the
central heating boiler.

HAMMER
Competitors in this event may choose the type of
hammer they wish to use (claw, sledge etc) the winner
will be the one who can cause the most physical
damage within three attempts.
FENCING
Entrants will be asked to dispose of as many stolen
goods as possible in 5 minutes.
SHOOTING
A strong challenge is expected from local men in this
Tamar Valley Hash House Harriers

Closing news: In a warm-up 100 metres event a
Muslim has been shot. Police don’t think it’s race
related.
ON ON

